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 We are opposed to certain provisions of RA 

10175, particularly the provisions pertaining to libel. 

 However, let us qualify that we do not dislike the 

law as a whole. The web is both a boon and bane to 

society. Some degree of law and order should be put in 

place.  

 We join forces with those who protest against 

unreasonable provisions but not with those who are 

blindly attacking the law as whole without taking into 

consideration the intent behind it.  

 At any rate we put our trust on the proper venues 

and officials of the land, that they will correct the 

imperfections of the law. We have senators who are 

now working on amendments; we have politicians and 

lawyers to raise the issue of constitutionality before 

the Supreme Court. The political and judicial 

processes of the land must be up to the task of 

protecting the interest of the Filipino people. 

 In the meantime, when and while the law stands 

and in effect, we will be left without choice but to 

abide by its every provision, including those we abhor. 

 

Editorial 

Our stand on Anti-Cybercrime Law 
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 The Philippines is now acknowledged as the center of the game 

fowl industry of the world after the game fowl raising and its attendant 

sport, cockfighting have become an outlawed activity in the United 

States of America. While no exact figures can be gathered, the 

industry is booming and is impacting a wide cross section of the 

economy and social life of Filipinos. 
 Ilonggos and Negrenses are known 

widely as the pioneers of scientific breeding 

and the fowls raised in these parts and 

fowls coming from here are sold to all parts 

of the country at prices higher than those 

locally grown there. We also have the 

reputation of having the knack for selecting 

the better fighters and this had added to a 

reputation of excellence among breeders 

big and small. 

 Aside from the ubiquitous 

gamefowls, there are many other income 

earning sub-industries within the large 

industry system that when studied closely 

would show that the game fowl industry is one that should be promoted enhanced 

and preserved. Game fowl raising needs support sub-system players like the 

makers of tie-cords so that the roosters are anchored in place and makers of 

tepees or the structures that shade them from the harsh elements. There are also 

those who make other paraphernalia like gloves for chickens, tapes, scabbards 

and knives. These artisans are otherwise unemployed and their income derived 

from these livelihood activities are their only means to support their families and 

send their children to school. 

 Take the case of two small scale breeders in Brgy. San Nicolas, Oton, Iloilo. 

Nelson ―Tandok‖ Tingzon had been growing gamefowls for more than 20 years 

already. He recalls that even as a child he helped his father take care of their 

chickens which when sold provide food and some extras for other necessities. 

Rommel Planta has an almost the same story. He also grew up around chickens 

and he loved the selling aspect because he and his friends can sell their chickens 

at several times the price of chickens intended for meat. 

  

  

Supermax  By Larry Locara, http://larry-simplybusiness.blogspot.com 

How game fowl raising  

benefits small breeders 

Cover Story: Cockfighting capital of the world 
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 Nelson and Rommel have no other means of livelihood except raising 

game fowls. Being already well-versed on the breeding aspect, they make sure 

that their breeders are well selected and often, they come from known breeders or 

from their buyers who want them to breed a certain type which they will exclusively 

buy from him. And they don't simply take the word of others when it comes to 

selection. They have their own set of criteria developed through their long years of 

hands-on breeding. 

 

Breeding for true to type individuals and for performance. 

 One breed that they both maintain are the Sweater fowls, said to be 

originated by Mr. Sweater McGinnis, an American breeder of the 1930s to the 

1950s. These fowls are light red, bordering on pumpkin color and are well liked by 

many because of their fighting style and is said to be one of the outstanding 

breeds in the Philippine cockfighting scene. Nelson and Romel have their own 

version of the Sweaters and they say that each year they sell more than 100 each 

for this type of fowl. What they breed it with is their secret though. They say that 

they mate their outstanding Sweater brood cocks with hens whose brothers have 

also performed in the pit as fought by their buyers. 

 They also have other breeds like the High Action Hatch crossed or tinted 

with Mc Lean or Gilmore blood, both of which are green or blue legged types which 

are said to provide speed, power and gameness. Nelson says that he bred his 

High Action Hatch hens to a Gilmore Hatch brood cock provided to him by Dr. Pepe 

Sullano. He is very happy with the offsprings since he has already sold more than 

60 heads at a good price of not less than P4,500.00 each. With that sales alone 

he said that he has already recovered ;his feed expenses for this year and expect 

that the more than 150 stags that are still maturing will somehow bring him more 

than what he expects. 

 Rommel on the other hand had 

been supplied by his customers and 

friends with top rated brood materials. 

―I would not like to divulge the friends 

and customers who provided my brood 

stocks because they want it that way. 

They also have exclusive right to my 

stags that is why every stock that I 

raise is considered sold already. I 

cannot produce enough because it 

gets sold anyway‖, says Rommel. Both 

he and Nelson are still breeding this off

-season (May to September) because 

there are buyers who still buy those 

late produce since cockfighting is non-

stop especially in Manila. 

  

Supermax  By Larry Locara, http://larry-simplybusiness.blogspot.com 
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Game fowl raising as a way of life. 

 ―Breeding game fowls have been my main occupation since I got married 

from which I have raised my family. My eldest son had graduated and is already 

on board a ship as a sailor and I have high hopes that like the other seamen who 

had prospered, he will also help us economically as he progresses in his career. 

My second son is graduating from the Hotel and Restaurant Management course. 

My youngest is still in the elementary grades. With tuition fees and their daily 

school needs so expensive these days I could not have afforded their schooling 

had I just taken manual labor which pays minimum wage‖, says Nelson. 

 Everybody in the family helps. His wife being very supportive tends to the 

incubator and the chicks that is why they can hatch more than 500 each year and 

on a 50/50 ratio of males to females, they can easily mature 250 or more stags 

or cockerels every year. Nelson and his children tend to feeding and other chores. 

We use only the best feeds available to other breeders and feeders of game fowls. 

―We don't scrimp on feeds because it shows on the health, size, height and 

conformation of the stags and cocks we produce. Since cockfighting is competitive 

and there is only one bottom line which is to win, our buyers demand value for 

their money‖. 

 Both Nelson and Rommel provide employment indirectly to others in the 

neighborhood. Their tepees are made by laborers who charge them P120.00 per 

unit and Rommel said that the materials cost about P50-60 and the rest is labor 

for the makers. A maker he said can make 5-6 units daily with some help, often 

from their own children. They also need 500 or so tie cords which they use to 

anchor the legs of their chickens. A tie cord costs P8.00 per unit so between the 

two of us, we buy about P8,000 worth of tie cords every year. A family making 

these can produce this in two weeks' time and their cost of materials is just about 

P3,000 thus making for them an income of about P5,000.00 in two weeks. 

  

Supermax  By Larry Locara, http://larry-simplybusiness.blogspot.com 

Samahang 

Supermax 
http://

www.facebook.com/

samahang.supermax 

http://www.facebook.com/samahang.supermax
http://www.facebook.com/samahang.supermax
http://www.facebook.com/samahang.supermax
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 Game fowl breeding provides food directly and indirectly. Indirectly, when 

the choice stags and cocks are sold at a good price and used to buy rice and other 

food items. Directly, when undersized and culls are slaughtered for the table. 

Extra eggs are also eaten, often hard boiled and brought by the children to school 

as snacks. ―Our children are healthy and active because they get to eat high levels 

of protein from chicken meat and eggs‖, says Rommel. 

 The game is now competitive. With two major federations of breeders 

nationwide and an almost non-stop competition, the demand for quality stags and 

cocks have increased. We are often visited by buyers who say that they were 

referred by their friends who have bought from us and want to buy the same types 

as those bought in the previous years because they said that they saw them win. 

We cannot refuse them and they just added to our list of customers. 

 ―We don't fight our roosters anymore. Our buyers do it for us. We just sell 

and somehow these buyers come back year after year because they are satisfied 

with the stocks they bought. Since we also improve our breeds according to their 

suggestions, they usually buy the new offspring where they had a hand in 

selecting the brood stocks. 

 ―This is our livelihood and our passion. While some may say that this is 

gambling, for us this is survival and our chance for a better life. We have not 

finished school and we don't have other means to support our families. We cannot 

leave this industry that has provided us with a decent life‖, both Rommel and 

Nelson concluded. 

  

Supermax  By Larry Locara, http://larry-simplybusiness.blogspot.com 

Good genetics combined  

with SuperMax Pointing Capsules: 
 

We fought at Camp Cavaliers Cockpit in Cabatuan, Iloilo where we lost 3 in a row 

due to bad knife tying. Our roosters fought very well but can't get their knives to 

wound the opponent. We can't refuse to fight our last bull stag because the oppo-

nent was running for champion. All our cocks performed like this bullstag: 

 

Click for video 

http://supermaxpointing.multiply.com/video/item/47
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 During one of our trips in US, I 

was able to talk to a breeder friend and 

we talked about his own understanding 

of gameness. I told him bluntly that I 

saw some of his roosters quit specially 

during the drag. I know for a fact that I would offend the guy but as cool as he is 

he told me: ―My friend Lance come inside my trailer van and you will see all the 

trophies that I got raising these quitters.” I was dumbfounded and saw a trailer 

van brimming with trophies that my friend won in practically most of the big 

derbies he fought in US and Mexico. “Breeding is a choice of which fowl you want 

to produce, but you just can‟t have it all.” “Yes it is a fact that some of them quit 

specially during the drag but I win 80% of my fights and most of them quick kills.” 

 ―Now I ask you, you may have the gamest bloodline in your hand but you 

only win 20% of your fights. They will always fight „till the end but you still end up 

losing, which bloodline will you choose? For me, it was a choice, winning the fight 

is more important than the gameness of my chckens. To others it may sound 

strange, but to me this is how I look at gameness. In my farm you will see multiple 

winners most of them practically without a scratch. They‟re too smart not to get 

hurt. To meet death without flinching is gameness, and this is an erroneous 

conception of that inward determination that we call gameness.”  

 Courage is higher, deeper, and broader than the simple submission to 

death. A courageous man should wish to live and not to die. A man with courage 

can run away in battle, and still have courage. We use our minds to conquer our 

enemies and living to fight another day is what life is all about. But the game cock 

can take his death in battle, and often seemingly does, entirely from lack of 

courage and spirit. Gameness must mean more than willingness to die unafraid. 

In it there must be power of self recovery and desire to conquer the foe.  That 

never ending desire to kill the opponent in any situation, whether behind and 

bloodied is what gameness is all about. (PGM #8) 

 Roosterman brings you articles and excerpts from original items published by Pit Games Maga-

zine. Our thanks to Mr. Manny Berbano for granting us permission to do so. Devoting pages to articles 

of Pit Games is Roosterman‟s way of providing more information to our readers and also a salute to Pit 

Games, for redefining sabong print journalism. More power to Pit Games! 

 Gameness must mean 

more than willingness to die 

unafraid. That never ending 

desire to kill the opponent in 

any situation, whether be-

hind and bloodied is what 

gameness is all about. 

By Lance de la Torre 

Gameness 
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 In the past two decades cockfighting in the Philippines underwent a revolution 

of sort. While it was yet in the 1960’s that affluent Filipino cockers started bringing in 

imported gamefowl from the US to fight or breed, it was only in the 1990’s that Filipinos 

took real effort to improve the quality of the locally bred chickens. 

 Now, in 20 years, it could be said that our island borns are as good, if not better, 

at least in the long knife than their kins in the United States.  

 We have done in two decades what took our American counterparts more than a 

century to achieve. Pit performance is the best measure for determining a breeder’s 

ability. And, while it was true that American breeders had a head start of almost a 

century, Filipinos have more opportunity and experience as far as actual fighting in the 

pit is concerned. Whereas Americans could only hope to witness just a handful of fights 

every year, in very a limited number of cockpits, Filipinos have as many as 5 million 

cockfights throughout the year and all over the country. 

 There are now thousands of game fowl breeders in the Philippines. The best 

bloodlines are already here. Thanks to the federal law that bans cockfighting in the US. 

Now many of these Filipinos could, if given the opportunities, whip even the toughest 

American breeders.  

 Obviously, as far as breeding is concerned, the gap between the top and the 

bottom has narrowed down considerably. Gone were the days when only a few lorded it 

over, only because they enjoyed overwhelming advantage in chicken quality. Although 

there still might be some grain of truth to this in small time derbies and cockfights in 

the provinces, in top competitions, the fact is that even the least known could beat the 

best known.  

 With the best bloodlines, enormous resources, and much improved breeding 

techniques, many breeders are now approaching the summit of breeding ability. Not 

much could be done anymore when it comes to enjoying overwhelming advantage in 

chicken quality. At the top level, game fowl are now created equal. Time was when an 

elite few ruled cockfighting in the Philippines with sheer advantage in chicken quality 

and raising techniques. This is no longer the case. Game fowl are now created about 

equal, at least in the top-level competitions. The emphasis on achieving supremacy 

should now shift from breeding to conditioning. 

The shift to conditioning 

 Unlike in breeding, supremacy in conditioning is still up for grabs. The field is still 

very wide open for exploration. The possibilities limitless, considering the new 

dimensions and technologies available to athletes nowadays. Like some human and 

horses, game fowl are athletes. Their performance can be stretched to the limit by 

sports nutrition, training and supplementation. (PGM #29) 

Game fowl are now created equal 
By Rey Bajenting (RB Sugbo Gamefowl Technology) 
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 Technically, you can increase the blood percentage through inbreeding, but 

there would be limitations to the extent that you will be able to do this. 

 Let’s go to the details. You have a pure bred cock ―A‖ but you do not have a hen 

of the same bloodline that you can pair with it. Of course you do not have any choice 

but to look for some other bloodline so you will be able to start the ball rolling. You just 

have to make sure that the hen is also a purebred, so you can avoid many 

complications of using non-pure brood fowls. You pair the two and you get a fifty-fifty 

progeny that it is not inbred.  

 Now begin with the inbreeding process, to see whether or not this will increase 

the purity of the second generation. Select the best pullets from the first generation, 

and mate this back to brood cock ―A.‖ 

 You do not have to be an expert mathematician to see that the second 

generation (3/4 A; 1/4B) progeny contains higher percentage of bloodline ―A.‖ Now can 

we still increase the purity of the coming generations? Theoritically yes. Practically yes. 

But with restriction. If we continue to mate each inbred generation with the original 

broodcock ―A‖ the next generation would be purer. We can get 7/8, 15/16, 31/32, 

63/64, 127/128, 255/256, and so on and so forth. Going as high as 255/256 means 

that the 8th generation progeny is at least 99% pure ―A.‖ If proving that inbreeding 

indeed increases the purity of each generation is the question, then this answers it. 

 But of course, we need to emphasize that this is theoretical. It is possible to do 

it, but under practical situations, it is not. First, if you want to do it just to prove that bit 

is npossible; you have to think twice or thrice before embarking on the job. Think about 

the length of time you need (at least 8 years) just to prove it. Second, if your intention is 

to change from one bloodline to another, you might as well buy a purebred of your 

bloodline of interest. Although doing the breeding yourself will make you 100% sure of 

your result, but taking the risk with the purity of the bloodline you buy is worth it, 

considering the hassles that you would be able to avoid. Third think about the length of 

time your brood cock would be useful. Would it still be a good breeding material after 6, 

7 or 8 years? And fourth think about the effects of continuous inbreeding. You bet, if 

you are not keen enough on selection, you will have bantams masquerading as seed 

fowls that are weak, physically and physiologically, in your brood yard which means that 

if ever they are of any use for breeding, you will have to do a lot of corrective pairing to 

produce good quality progeny out of your highly inbred fowls. 

 You can use inbreeding to purify your fowls, no question about that. But if you 

are serious in your use of inbreeding, you will have to be strict in culling the less 

preferable ones so you will be able to at least maintain the viability of your inbred fowls. 

Purifying blood though inbreeding 
By Dr. Andrew T. Bunan, BSA, MSc, PhD 
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 Masang Nagmamanok (MANA) Inc. and Sabong Radyo will conduct a 

cockfighting lessons and game fowl dispersal on the air.  

 MANA founder Rey Bajenting and Sabong Radyo producer Mike Ian 

Espinosa have agreed that part of MANA’s activities for 2013 will be done through 

Sabong Radyo, the popular radyo program on sabong aired every Sunday at 6pm 

over radio station DYHP in Cebu. 

 The program has a wide following in the Visayas and Mindanao areas. It is 

sponsored by Warhawk Feeds; Excellence Poultry and Livestock Specialist and Pit 

Games. 

 Listeners of the program will have chance to become beneficiary of the 

dispersal by answering questions related to the cocking lessons that will be given 

every week. The cocking lessons will be a regular segment of Sabong Radyo. 

 Aside from the chance to become beneficiary of the dispersal, listeners 

may also win books and other literature on cockfighting and free entrance to the 

Pinoy Manok Academy Live scheduled in Cebu for February 8, 9 and 10. (see 

related story) 

 The dispersal will be officially on in 

January, but it will be launched in December 

sometime around Christmas and to 

commemorate Mana’s anniversary. 

 The lessons segment will start first 

Sunday of November.   

 MANA has been engaged in dispersal 

projects in the past, but this is the first time 

that it is done in cooperation with a radio 

program.  

  

MANA, Sabong Radyo to launch game 

fowl dispersal, cocking school  on air 

Beneficiaries await their turn in receiving pullets 

from RB Sugbo during a MANA dispersal in Cebu. 
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 The Pinoy Manok Academy (PMA), an online cocking school that offers free courses on 

gamefowl management and technology, will conduct live lessons in Cebu on Feb 8, 9 and 10, 

2013. 

 The PMA online has been envisioned to provide interested but busy sabong students 

with program that will enable them to study at their own pace and their own schedule. Because 

the courses are offered online, scholars may choose when to start and to finish the courses.  

 Now PMA will also go live and on the radio. Cocking lessons will be given over the 

program Sabong Radyo aired every Sunday at 6pm over station DYHP. Sabong radyo is 

sponsored by Warhawk feeds; Excellence Livestock and Poultry Specialist and Pit game 

Magazine. 

 MANA‟s objective is to effect technology transfer at no or low cost to ordinary 

sabungeros. Knowledge in game fowl management has been very expensive to acquire, putting 

the ordinary sabungeros at disadvantage because only those who could afford can acquire such 

knowledge. MANA, in coordination with RB Sugbo Gamefowl Technology, is trying to correct 

the situation. PMA is only one of the means. MANA and RB Sugbo have been conducting semi-

nars and trainings and also providing game fowl publications, mostly for free.  

 The PMA opened its fundamental courses on the web in February 2010.  

 The coming live lessons in February will be mostly conducted at Scorpion Ox Game 

farm of Steve Sarmago and MANA founder Rey Bajenting in Argao, Cebu. Some lessons will 

also be held at the Golden Dragon game farm of Antonio Burburan in nearby Dalaguete town. 

 The first day of the three-day training will be devoted to general discussions on game 

fowl management from breeding to fighting. On the second day the finer points of conditioning 

will be tackled. On the third day the training will focus on new advances in game fowl 

technology from feeding and nutrition, breeding, conditioning, pointing as well as  rooster 

biotechnology, probiotics and the very new developments such intracellular hydration for 

fighting chickens and the principle of nutrients timing. 

 There will also be subjects on economic viability of game fowl operations for those who 

want to make a business out of game fowl raising. This will touch on economical feeding and 

supplementation and sourcing of affordable breeding materials. For more details click PMA 

live. 

  

  

Pinoy Manok Academy  

goes live and on radio 

http://blakliz.wordpress.com/rooster-biotech/
http://blakliz.wordpress.com/rooster-biotech/
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 Good cocks have 

no specific fighting 

style, not necessarily 

angat, a grounder, or a 

breaker, but they can be 

all and any of the above 

if called for by the 

situation.  

 Don’t go for too 

much power, they are 

usually slow. Don’t go 

for too much speed, 

they are usually not 

accurate cutters. Don’t 

go for too much a high 

breaker, it is mostly 

weak on the ground. 

Most of all don’t go for 

too evasive a cock. It 

has no intention of 

killing the opponent; it 

merely intends to avoid 

getting killed. Also avoid at all costs, cocks that habitually go for a bill hold. In these 

days of cut throat competition, it will literally get its throat cut.  

 Defense, alone, would not win fights. A good cock is aggressive even in 

defense: cutting after side stepping, counter punching while back pedaling, and 

always trying to beat the opponent to the draw. Smartness does not mean the ability 

to avoid the opponent’s blow. It means the ability to deliver the right blows at the 

right time that it could not be avoided by the opponent.  

 An ace cock hits from any angle, not just from above or from behind. It could 

score on even break from under, from the sides, or even when its back is literally 

against the wall.  

  

  

The key to selecting aces 

     Joe Sanford yellow  legged  hatch, a bloodline  now at 

Scorpion Ox Gamefarm in Argao, Cebu. This cock on the 

picture is an example of an ace. 

RB Sugbo Gamefowl Technology 
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 In selecting roosters to fight, the two most important attributes are cutting 

ability and gameness, in that order. Many of those I talked with, including some of 

the masters, disagreed with me in my regarding cutting ability above gameness. 

My reason was since killing is the name of the game, cutting should be ranked 

above gameness. A less game cock that could cut well could still kill and win. But 

a dead game cock that could not cut could not kill and, therefore, could not win. 

Most likely it will end up as such-- a dead gamecock.  

 Then after cutting comes gameness, or I prefer to call it bottom to include 

power and endurance. Then next I go for smartness, agility and quickness.. The 

three should go hand in hand. Because agility is the attribute that enables a smart 

cock do what it has to do under a particular circumstance and, quickness enables 

it to do what has to be done ahead of the opponent.  

 Also in judging fighting ability, the masters consider quickness as very 

important. Quickness of the mind, quickness to the draw. Because, as they say, 

fighting cocks, like gunslingers, are either quick or dead.  

 At any rate, since we, Filipinos, 

are fighting with the long knife, we 

should consider the attributes that are 

more advantageous with such a 

weapon.  

 Regard cutting ability more than 

gameness; quickness more than power; 

timing more than speed; and smartness 

more than endurance. Bear this in mind 

and you will win more than you will lose.  

 However,  for purposes of 

defining a cock with good fighting ability, 

I reduced all these precious attributes to 

just three – 1. cutting ability; 2. 

gameness, power and endurance or 

bottom as a whole; and 3. smartness, 

agility and quickness.  

 Good cocks do not have any 

particular style of fighting. They have 

cutting ability, bottom, and smartness, 

agility and quickness. Characteristics 

that are all aimed at one thing. Killing 

the opponent.  

  

Selecting aces 

 The blakliz has no particular fighting 

style. It adapts to the demands of the 

circumstances of the fight. 

http://blakliz.wordpress.com/
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Blakliz 

Click here 

http://blakliz.wordpress.com/
http://blakliz.wordpress.com/
http://blakliz.wordpress.com/
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W A S T E D . T I M E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   

 I'm not expecting things will grow worse. Halos araw-araw at gabi-gabi 

nauubos ang panahon ko sa paghanap ng tamang solusyon. Isang bagay lang ang 

alam kong dapat gawin, ang maging maingat. Hahaha.... marami na ang nawala  

sa kamay ng mga magnanakaw. Wala nga akong sisiw nanagkasakit o namatay 

ngunit sa mga stags na panlaban ko ndi ko mabilang kung ilan lahat. Sa bundok 

sa Tanay maging sa conditioning area sa Angono walang tigil ang mga kawatan. 

Ayus lng ganyan talaga ang buhay, kunwari tumaas lang ang mortality rate. Wag 

lng sanang masaktan ang mga tauhan 

ko o merong mag buwis ng buhay sa 

mga taong nagbabantay sa aking 

manukan. Like a circle in a spiral.... 

like a wheel within a wheel. 

 
SET A THIEF TO CATCH THE THIEVES.... 

 In the past few days I've been 

very busy. I really dont have time to 

reply ur messages neither answer ur 

comments. But there was 180 degree 

turn of events that almost catched the 

thieves and the persons link to the 

crime. My efforts paid off with the full 

cooperation of deputy tanod of brgy 

Tayuman and the long arms or the law. 5pm 

Oct 4,I was accompanied by policemen and 

brgy tanod of Binangonan rizal collecting the pieces of evidence at the residences 

of the alleged suspects. We finally got their fullnames and the invitation was 

served. Yesterday after the seminar at Bantayog ng mga bayani with vic cabral, I 

talked to the parents of the suspects and they admitted that theirs sons were the 

real culprits. I will meet the thieves face to face tom, 1pm at the police 

investigation office... hahaha. Crime does not pay.... 

  

Thoughts  

of Jeff ‘Freedom’ Gamulo 

Jeff Gamulo explains the benefits of probiotics 

to participants in the 2nd Nature Bioprotein 

seminar. 

Keeping my fingers crossed 

Nava bill will not become law  
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Keeping my fingers crossed 

 Natigil sya sa pag-aaral dahil sa labis na kahirapan. Ipinbahala nlng sya sa 

akin ng kanyang ina dahil ayaw ng mag-aral. Sabi ko tuturuan kita ng karunungan 

sa pagmamanok para magkaroon ka ng iyong ikabubuhay. Nagkainterest sya 

dahil nkita nya ang oportunidad na magkaroon ng marangal na hanap buhay sa 

loob at labas ng sabong. Tulad ng maraming PIlipino si REGGIE AUSTRAL ay isa 

lmang sa milyong kababayan naten na umaasa ng kanilang pang araw-araw na 

kakanin sa sabong. Maraming magulang ang dito kumukuha ng kanilang 

panustos sa pag-aaral ng kanilang anak. Kalabisan na banggitin pa ang mga 

kabutihang dulot ng sabong bukod pa sa ligayang nadarama ng mga sabungero 

sa kanilang dibersyon. Kung mawawala ang Sabong, hindi ko maisip ang magiging 

epekto nito sa ekonomiya ng ating bansa, sa mga pangarap ng marami na 

makaahon sa hirap maging sa mga taong umaasa sa sabong ng pangduktong sa 

kanilang hapag kainan at pang araw-araw na gastusin. I keep my fingers crossed 

that NAVA bill will not be passed 

into law, still, I myself is 

preparing for the worst to come. 

Hopefully NOT!... 

  

Thoughts  

of Jeff ‘Freedom’ Gamulo 

Again crime does not pay 

My Young handler 

Reggie Austral and Pit 

games publisher  

Manny Berbano during 

a recent MCRBC 

General assembly. 
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2ND NATURES 
BIO PROBIOTIC 

SEMINAR 

(OCTOBER 6, 2012) 

 Bantayog ng mga Ba-
yani Quezon Ave. Metro Ma-

nila, Philippines 

   

 (No shell was left un-

turned... all secrets were told. 

Make your one little step and 

make a giant leap... to keep a 

healthy yard of your livestocks... 

GRAB the Natures Bio Biopro-

tein Probiotic - a natural growth 

enhancer for our livestocks.) 

 

 So in this seminar, the 

PROBIOTICS was presented... at 

its best. 

Last October 6, 2012, Natures 

Bio Organic, the producer of Na-

turesbio Protein PROBIOTIC used at the FREEDOM GAMEFARM of Mr. Jeff Gamulo in cooper-

ation of Salto Feeds, once again shared and showcased their experience regarding PROBI-

OTICS thru the 2nd Probiotic Seminar which was held at the Bantayog ng mga Bayani, Que-

zon City. 

 

 In the seminar, Mr. Vic Cabral of Naturesbio Organic shared the facts, benefits and 

advantages of PROBIOTIC and other superior ingredients of Naturesbio Protein. The seminar 

initially talks about how the current environment and its manmade solutions affect the 

health of plants, animals and humans. It encouraged everyone to go back to natural (eg. or-

ganic and probiotic) of which its efficacy has been tried and tested. It also covers mainly the 

introduction of probiotics and how it will help in animal health that is good for raising and 

breeding. Mr. Cabral also shared the benefits and advantages that Natures Bioprotein cov-

ets to produce a developed poultry, swine, dairy and fish & prawn culture because of its  su-

perior ingredients. 

 

  

Thoughts  

of Jeff ‘Freedom’ Gamulo 

Maraming Salamat po sa lahat ng dumalo sa ating 2nd Natures Probiotic Seminar 

last October 6, 2012. Salamat po sa Salto Feeds, kay Sir Jeff Gamulo ng Freedom 

Lemon, Sir Vic Cabral, Mina Ortega, Sir Wilson Borlagdatan at kay Sir Immanuel 

Hernandez para sa matagumpay na event.  — Nature’s Bio Organic 
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 Among the prime concerns of game fowl conditioning is to achieve what is 

called as proper body moisture. It is no secret that a game cock performance also 

depends on its body moisture. Too much or too little water in the cock’s body 

could tell the deference between good and bad performance. Cockfighters are 

often in the loss on how to achieve this. 

 Water is very important for bodily functions as the chicken’s body like most 

other living things are composed of much water. However, a game cock needs a 

body that it is not too wet in order for it to perform well, specially during the day of 

the actual fight. 

 This could be solved by 

focusing on intracellular hydration 

instead of plain hydration.  

  

Intracellular hydration/rehydration 

 “First, let‟s distinguish what 

“hydration” really is. What is the 

difference between “hydration”, 

“rehydration”, cellular rehydration” 

and “cellular hydration”. Most people 

confuse or equate “hydration” and 

“rehydration” as being one in the 

same, which is not exactly correct as 

hydration is “before” exercise or 

activity and rehydration is “after” 

exercise or activity. Now with that in mind, the term rehydration in the most basic 

sense (in the minds of the majority of consumers) relates to the replenishment of 

water, electrolytes, or a combination of water and electrolytes lost through 

exercise, strenuous activity or dehydration and the term hydration means to 

“load” the body with fluids prior to strenuous exercise or activity. In terms of auto 

racing, hydration is before the race and rehydration is after the race. That 

established, what is the difference between hydration and cellular hydration – 

rehydration and cellular rehydration? Well, this is where you need to follow along 

a little bit closer. Hydration and rehydration are both the replenishment of 

electrolytes “outside” of the cells. Hydration would be the loading of fluids prior to 

the race and rehydration after the race, and again, this occurs “outside” of the 

cells.” 

   

  

Roostertech: new advances 

in game fowl technology 

Intra-cellular  hydration 

best for game fowl 
RB Sugbo Gamefowl Technology 

 Water is very important, 
however, a game cock needs a 

body that it is not too wet in order 

for it to perform well. 

 This could be solved by in-

tracellular hydration instead of 

plain hydration. 
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 True “cellular hydration” or “cellular rehydration” is the chemical process 

that occurs at the cellular level (inside the cell) – where in the cell is actually 

hydrated directly and as the cells swell up (with the proper nutrients), it triggers 

an anabolic mechanism in the body, which is a healing mechanism. This is the 

“real” and meaningful hydration or rehydration we need. True cellular level 

hydration and rehydration is accompanied by positive nitrogen balance, protein 

synthesis, and growth hormone release. In simpler terms – true cellular 

rehydration means the body begins immediately “healing itself” or better stated – 

it begins “recovery”. Muscles begin their recovery, tissue begins repair, energy is 

restored and the body begins to “recharge” itself – it recovers more fully and 

completely – physiologically and physically.  True cellular level hydration (before 

an event) not only loads the cells with ample supply of nutrient and fluid, but also 

results in a reduction of cell acidity, reduced autoimmune response, increased fat 

burning, DNA repair, and increased resistance to viruses.” (“Terry Giles IFPA Master 

Trainer & Certified Performance Nutritional Specialist and Co-Founder of IHS, LLC.) 

 So in game fowl application intracellular 

hydration would mean that we can load enough 

fluids and electrolytes to the cells without 

necessary having the chicken take in too much 

bulk of water. This can be done by using 

hydrophilic electrolytes or minerals, instead 

of the usual metallic or hydrophobic 

minerals commonly available in the market. 

 

Micro nutrients 

 There are vitamins and there are 

minerals. Both of these micro nutrients play 

their respective roles, sometimes in 

coordination with each other, in the bodily 

functions, such as hydration or rehydration. 

 Like vitamins, minerals, as we all 

know, are very important to health. In the 

past decades we have learned just how 

important minerals are to well being, 

Before, no one knew much about these 

essential building blocks that compose 

more than 90% of the body of living things.  

Within the body, minerals control the chemical 

and enzymatic processes that keep you, breathing 

and thinking. Minerals are essential to life. 

 But not all minerals are the same. 

 Minerals come from different sources.  

 Nowadays, most of the land that grows food and where our chickens are 

raised, is now depleted of the important minerals. We have to try to replenish this 

lack of minerals from other sources. But beware!! – minerals are not all equal.  

 There are three types of minerals that could be introduced to the body – 

metallic minerals (hydrophobic), chelated minerals, and plant-derived minerals 

(hydrophilic). 

  

Roostertech: new advances 

in game fowl technology 

 In game fowl application 

intracellular hydration means we 

can load enough fluids to the cells 

without necessary having the 

chicken take in too much bulk of 

water. This can be done by using 

hydrophilic electrolytes or minerals, 

instead of the usual metallic or 

hydrophobic minerals commonly 

available in the market. 
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 The first type is metallic mineral. Metallic minerals come from ancient sea 

beds, rock and soil. Metallic minerals are hydrophobic. They have resistance to 

interaction with water. This means they are not water soluble and hard to dissolve.  

 According to experts, the body can assimilate no more than 8% of the 

metallic minerals it consumes. This is the type of mineral that is found in most 

mineral supplements now available for game fowl.  

 The industry recognizing the absorption problem, developed the chelated 

mineral. A chelated mineral is nothing more than a metallic mineral coated with 

substances that help dissolve the metallic substance. This chelating process 

increases absorbability. However, a chelated mineral is still a metallic mineral. 

Digestion is required before the body derive benefits. 

 The third type of mineral you can introduce into your body is a plant derived 

hydrophilic mineral. Hydrophilic minerals originally came from the earth through 

the root of a plant. They consist of macro-molecular organic matter and polymeric  

precipitates because they have been digested by the plant. A hydrophilic mineral 

has a negative electrical charge and forms direct hydrogen bonds with water. 

Therefore it is water soluble and easy to dissolve without digestion. Almost 100% 

of a hydrophilic mineral is assimilated by the body and is made bio-available for 

the body's use.  

 Plant-derived minerals are far superior to other mineral forms because 

they are  water soluble and easier for your body to assimilate and absorb.   

 “Plant derived minerals are hydrophilic, having a negative electrical charge 

which forms direct bonds with the hydrogen molecules in water and become 

"colloidal" minerals. Therefore, these minerals are water soluble and easy to 

dissolve and assimilate without having to go through the entire digestive system. 

Plant derived minerals originally came from the earth through the root of a plant. 

They consist of macro-molecular organic matter and polymeric precipitates 

because they have already been "digested" or assimilated by a plant. These are 

the same kind of minerals which comes from eating a tomato or other fruits or 

vegetables. Plant derived minerals are 98% bio-available for the body‟s use. 

Because plant derived 

minerals are generally 

from 2,000 to 100,000 

times smaller than 

metallic minerals, they are 

more easily absorbed by 

the body and are, 

therefore, more bio-

available.” (anegentechcorp) 

  

  

  

Roostertech: new advances 

in game fowl technology 

 A hydrophilic mineral has a 

negative electrical charge and 

forms direct hydrogen bonds with 

water. Therefore it is water soluble 

and easy to dissolve without 

digestion. Almost 100% of a 

hydrophilic mineral is assimilated 

by the body and is made bio-

available for the body's use.  
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 As we were about to release this issue of Roosterman, a 

breaking news came in. Roosterman issue No. 14 featured 

breeder Ramil G. Sano of Argao, Cebu won the Central Visayas 

Breeders Association (CVBA) main 7-stag derby that culminat-

ed with the 4-stag finals Oct. 16 at Talisay Tourist Sports Com-

plex. The RGS and ELA entry scored seven (7) straight wins. 

Since there was no time to interview him for this issue, we set-

tled for reprinting the following story about him featured on 

Roosterman No. 14, April, 2012 issue. We will have more 

about RGS in the future. 

 Ramil and Sarah Sano, the husband and wife team 

behind the  RGS-ADS RED SCORPION GAME FARM  in Argao, 

Cebu that recently won the CVBA 7-stag main derby. It’s the 

lady of the house who personally tend to the management 

of the farm as Ramil is most of the time out of the country 

as a ship officer. 

 The others in the team are handler Maymay and gaf-

fer Diony and their farm hands. Congrats to all of you.— Free 

Roosterman Int’l 

Roosterman featured  

breeder wins CVBA  

2012 main derby 

Congratulations kamana Ramil!!! 
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Dear subscriber, 

Free Roosterman Int ’ l 

magazine is in the process of 

upgrading its system to cope 

w i t h  t h e  l a r g e  a n d 

continuously growing number 

of Roosterman readers. We 

may discontinue sending 

copies to some of those in our 

old email list. To continue 

receiving your copy every 

month, we enjoin you to do 

either of the following: 

Click subscribe to Roosterman 

and use the subscription 

button to enter  your 

subscription; 

Sign up with Masang 

Nagmamanok website  

If you have already done 

either of the above steps prior to this notice, no need to do it again. 

Or you may email franciscoong30@yahoo.com requesting that you be 

included in the email list of Roosterman subscribers. 

Thanks 

  

Thanks for reading Roosterman 

http://manapub.wordpress.com/
http://sabongnet.webs.com/apps/auth/login?why=pw&next=apps%2Fdocuments%2F
http://sabongnet.webs.com/apps/auth/login?why=pw&next=apps%2Fdocuments%2F
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In Australia too. 
 The no letup drive against cockfighting in most part of the world took another 

toll, this time in Melbourne Australia. 

 The Herald Sun reported that eighty people were arrested and charged and 

more than 400 fighting birds were seized during a bust in a suburb west of Melbourne 

last month. 

 Authorities also seized more than 100 thousand dollars and impounded four 

cars. The raiding team who busted a property at Neale Rd in Rockbank was composed 

of detectives from the Melton CIU as well as representatives from the Department of 

Immigration and Citizenship, the Sheriff’s office and RSPCA.  

 Authorities said the illegal fight club is frequented by Asians. An unconfirmed 

report reaching Roosterman said that at least 3 of those slapped with warrants were 

Filipinos. 

 According to the Herald Sun report ―RSPCA Inspector Daniel Bode said the 

animals fought to the death and were trained to be aggressive.‖ 

 "By working with the police we have been able to shut down one of the largest 

cockfighting operations in Victoria," he said. 

Many of the roosters were injured but all were too aggressive to save and will be put 

down.‖ 

 

 

Cockfighting raid in Pennsylvania 
By The Humane Society, August 07, 2012 

 

 The Humane Society of the United States’ Animal Rescue Team assisted the 

Pennsylvania State Police and Washington County County Animal Response Team in a 

raid on a suspected cockfighting operation in Daisytown, Pa., resulting in the seizure 

of 92 game fowl. Suspected cockfighting paraphernalia was also found on the 

property. 

 The HSUS assisted law enforcement in seizing the animals and transporting 

them away from the scene. Experts from The HSUS were on hand to help identify and 

document evidence and coordinate the rescue effort. Washington County CART also 

assisted in handling and transporting the game fowl. The U.S. Department of 

Agriculture’s Office of the Inspector General assisted the state police with this 

investigation. 

 ―We found more than 90 gamecocks who were bred to fight to the death with 

knives tied to their legs,‖ said Sarah Speed, Pennsylvania state director for The HSUS. 

―The Humane Society of the United States commends the Pennsylvania State Police, 

USDA, Washington County CART and District Attorney Eugene Vittone for their quick 

and efficient action to shut down this cockfighting operation. We urge state legislators 

to swiftly pass H.B. 2515, which would provide the additional tools law enforcement 

needs to combat this kind of animal cruelty.‖ 

 ―This search is an important first step in rooting out this barbaric and 

inhumane activity and in putting a stop to the illegal gambling that takes place at such 

events,‖ said Washington County District Attorney Eugene Vittone. ― 

  

Cockfighting raids continue 
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 Philippines is near the war. 

 Mexico got one representative and one governor with separate bills against 

cockfighting. And these two might win if cockfighters of Mexico do not get support from 

the rest of the world. 

 United Kingdom and United States lost the war. But unconstitutional laws have the 

history of getting repealed. I wrote that in 2021 USA will have cockfighting legal again in 

every state. I hope every american cockfighter make it a reality. Thru liberty activism on 

the street,  media, and onl ine. 

Everywhere including family reunions. 

 It will be a siege if cockfighters do 

not take the preemptive strike. 

 Cockfighters need to take it to 

the enemy every chance they got. That is 

every breath. 

 United States war was a siege. 

American cockfighters lost and become 

breeders. 

 Mexico war hopefully do not 

become a siege. Mexican cockfighters 

hopefully fight as cockfighters and stay 

as cockfighters. 

 C o c k f i g h t e r s ,  b e  a  r e a l 

cockfighter. Be a proud cockfighter. Call 

yourself a cockfighter, first and 

foremost. Money is nothing. Liberty is 

priceless. Pay for it even with your life. 

 W e  n e e d  c o c k f i g h t e r s 

associat ions and not breeders 

associations. Now. Before the world war. 

  

Gameness Til The End By Byron Pojol 

Philippine cockfighters: Next  

to be annihilated by the enemy 

Benigno ―Noynoy‖ Aquino III  

is not liberal enough to veto  

unconstitutional law 
 Every filipino seems asleep when these 

two bills are being debated in Philippine Con-

gress. Senate Bill No. 2796 and  House Bill 

No. 05808 

 Pnoy did NOT veto an unconstitutional 

law. The 15th and current President of the 

Philippines, Benigno ―Noynoy‖ Aquino III, of 

Liberal Party, did NOT veto these two unconsti-

tutional bills but SIGNED it into Philippine Law, 

the Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012, which 

is an oppression to the civil rights and is an 

unconstitutional law: 

 Wake up! Cockfighters and Liberty Lov-

ers of the World.…fight for your rights. stop op-

pression. including internet freedom. (Byron 

Pojol) 
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Let’s strengthen  

the bond  

of brotherhood 

Click Here! 

http://unofc.wordpress.com/2012/10/08/cockfighting-liberty-activists-lets-strengthen-our-bonds-of-brotherhood/
http://unofc.wordpress.com/2012/10/08/cockfighting-liberty-activists-lets-strengthen-our-bonds-of-brotherhood/
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Roosterman 

makipaglaban 

Roosterman  

is in the thick 

of the fight  

to defend  

cockfighting. 


